Subject
{TAG(tag=ul})...{TAG} screws up paragraphs and line breaks after plugin usage

Description
This is best explained with an example:

```
Paragraphs are parsed
just fine here

foo
```

but now paragraphs and line breaks aren't working!

This only happens for tag=ul, not even for tag=ol.

This happens regardless whether wiki paragraph formatting is enabled and regardless of whatever is inside the {TAG(tag=ul}), even {TAG(tag=li)'}s.

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
2491

Created
Comments

Philippe Cloutier 22 Jul 18 18:43 GMT-0000

I am unable to reproduce the problem on my Tiki 15 site, with Wiki paragraph formatting disabled. Does this persist in any current version? If so, please indicate which version(s) and provide either a screenshot or a textual description of the symptom.
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